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LAWRENCE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 
AGENDA FOR SEPTEMBER 6, 2018 
1ST FLOOR OF CITY HALL, 6 E. 6TH STREET, CITY COMMISSION MEETING ROOM 
6:30 PM 
 
 
TAKE A ROLL CALL TO DETERMINE IF THERE IS A QUORUM OF MEMBERS PRESENT 
 
ITEM NO. 1 COMMUNICATIONS 

A. Acknowledge communications to the come before the Board. 
B. Disclosure of ex-parte communications and/or abstentions for specific 

agenda items. 
C. Announce any agenda items that will be deferred. 

 
 

ITEM NO. 2 MINUTES 
 
Consider approval of the minutes from the June 7th, July 5th, and August 2nd, 2018 meetings of 
the Board. 
 
 
BEGIN PUBLIC HEARING: 
 
 
ITEM NO. 3 VARIANCE FROM THE REAR YARD BUILDING SETBACK FOR A 

RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURE; 5914 LONGLEAF DRIVE 
 
B-18-00344:  A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development 
Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The request is for a variance from the 20 
foot rear setback standard required by Section 20-601(a) of the City Code for the RM12 (Multi-
Dwelling Residential) District.  The applicant is seeking a variance from this code standard 
reducing the rear setback to a minimum of 11.5 feet to allow for the construction of an addition 
to the existing residence. The property is located at 5914 Longleaf Drive. Submitted by Tanya 
Treadway, property owner of record. 
 
ITEM NO. 4 VARIANCE FROM THE REAR YARD BUILDING SETBACK FOR A NON-

RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURE; 600 MAPLE STREET  
 
B-18-00381:  A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development 
Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The request is for a variance from the 15 
foot rear setback standard required by Section 20-601(b) of the City Code for the IG (General 
Industrial) District.  The applicant is seeking a variance from this code standard reducing the rear 
setback to a minimum of 0 feet to allow for the construction of warehouse buildings. The property 
is located at 600 Maple Street. Submitted by Schneider & Associates on behalf of Nieder 
Properties, property owner of record. 
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ITEM NO. 5 MISCELLANEOUS   
 

A. Consider any other business to come before the Board. 
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LAWRENCE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 
MINUTES FOR JUNE 7, 2018 
 
Members present: Clark, Gascon, Wilbur, Wisner 
Staff present: Crick, Dolar, Mortensen 
 
 
TAKE A ROLL CALL TO DETERMINE IF THERE IS A QUORUM OF MEMBERS PRESENT 
 
ITEM NO. 1 COMMUNICATIONS 

A. All communications were included in the online packet. 
B. There were no ex-parte communications and/or abstentions for specific 

agenda items. 
C. Item 4 was withdrawn prior to the meeting.  

 
 

ITEM NO. 2 MINUTES 
 
Consider approval of the minutes from the May 3, 2018 meeting of the Board. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Wisner, seconded by Wilbur, to approve the minutes from the May 3, 2018 meeting 
of the Board. 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
 
 
BEGIN PUBLIC HEARING: 
 
ITEM NO. 3 EAST LAWRENCE REZONING VARIANCES 
 
B-18-00157:  A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development 
Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The first request is for a variance from 
minimum lot area, minimum lot area per dwelling unit, minimum lot width, and minimum lot 
frontage required by 20-601(a) of the City Code for properties zoned RM12D. The properties are 
located at 708 Rhode Island St, 738 Rhode Island St, 812 Rhode Island St, 711 Connecticut St, 
713 Connecticut St, 721 Connecticut St, 817 Connecticut St, 821 Connecticut St, 829 Connecticut 
St, 832 Connecticut St, 716 New York St, 731 New York St, 740 New York St, 746 New York St, 
731 New Jersey St, 800 New Jersey St, 804 New Jersey St, 810 New Jersey St, 816 New Jersey 
St, 823 New Jersey St, 827 New Jersey St.  The second request is also for a variance from 
minimum lot area, minimum lot width, and minimum lot frontage required by 20-601(a) of the 
City Code for properties zoned RS5. The properties are located at 712 Rhode Island St, 714 Rhode 
Island St, 716 Rhode Island St, 820 Connecticut St, 822 Connecticut St, 837 Connecticut St, 839 
Connecticut St, 727 New Jersey St. The third request is also for a variance from minimum lot area 
required by 20-601(a) of the City Code for properties zoned RS5. The properties are located at 
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746 Connecticut St, 746 1/2 Connecticut St, 745 New York St, 747 1/2 New York St, and 845 New 
York St. Submitted by the City of Lawrence on behalf of the subject property owners.  
 
STAFF PRESENTATION 
Ms. Becky Pepper presented the item. 
 
Wilbur asked if the 3 year waiver of the unrelated occupant rule could stay with the owner of the 
property. 
 
Pepper said it cannot, it only applies to the properties that are rezoned. 
 
Gascon said he’s a member of the subject neighborhood and doesn’t recall being asked whether 
he supported the rezoning. 
 
Pepper said the request came from members of the neighborhood. 
 
Gascon asked how many members. 
 
Pepper said she would have to pull the letter submitted on behalf of the East Lawrence 
Neighborhood Association (ELNA) to verify that number. 
 
Gascon asked how the ELNA proves their representation of the neighborhood and for the total 
number of residents in the neighborhood. 
 
Pepper said she did not immediately know. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
Ms. Sacey Lambertson, 700 block of New York Street, said she does not support multi-family uses 
in the neighborhood and feels the area would develop better be far more attractive with only 
single family residences. 
 
Gascon said the Board’s task is to consider a variance to a zoning code. He asked why she moved 
to East Lawrence. 
 
Lambertson said they lived out in the country and no longer wanted to care for a large property. 
She said they’re delighted to be in East Lawrence. 
 
Gascon asked Ms. Lambertson to imagine the area in 200 years and if she agreed it would be 
nice to share the amenities of living near Downtown with as many people as possible, or if should 
be reserved for the lucky few people who own single family properties. 
 
Lambertson said the lots are quite small and not suited for multi-family development. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Clark, seconded by Wisner, to close public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
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BOARD DISCUSSION 
Clark asked if the initial rezoning request is available. 
 
Pepper presented the letter on the overhead monitor. 
 
Wilbur asked if similar requests have been received in the past. 
 
Crick said the last request received was for the Pinckney area, but this is the first large request 
under the current version of the zoning code.  
 
Wilbur asked if staff received communications or feedback from members of the neighborhood. 
 
Pepper said a few members of the neighborhood called for further explanation but did not 
provide any feedback or comments. 
 
Gascon asked why staff would move forward with such a proposal because it is contrary to the 
current draft Comprehensive Plan for urban core neighborhoods. 
 
Crick explained that this was a directive of the City Commission, and while the Comprehensive 
Plan is in a draft state it is not an adopted policy. The current comprehensive plan is Horizon 
2020. 
 
Gascon asked if the City Commission was made aware of the contents of the draft 
Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Crick said the City Commission receives updates in the form of committee minutes and action 
items, as well as occasional updates on the draft going forward.  
 
Gascon asked if it’s reasonable to presume that the request is antithetical to the current draft 
plan. 
 
Crick said in some respects, yes, and in others, no. The plan balances some of the items seen in 
the draft plan’s growth and development chapter but it also makes reference to stabilization of 
neighborhoods and preservation of character in Chapter 3, so there are some competing 
interests and values that the community desired in the document to serve as a catch-all plan. 
 
Wilbur asked if the hardship is the continued nonconforming status of the property. 
 
Crick said that’s correct.  
 
Wilbur asked how many properties in Lawrence are nonconforming.  
 
Crick said he doesn’t have an exact number. In most instances, when a rezoning or subdivision 
occurs, the number of properties vary depending on the decisions that are made, but staff tries 
to identify and fix those nonconformities as they occur. 
 
Gascon asked what number of properties were nonconforming before the rezoning. 
 
Pepper said she did not have that number available.  
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Crick said a large number of properties were nonconforming.  
 
Pepper explained that the majority of properties rezoning to RS5 were previously 
nonconforming. 
 
Gascon asked if a denial for this request will limit a property owner’s ability to seek a variance 
specifically for their property. 
 
Crick said anyone can submit an application for a variance. 
 
Clark asked if they could apply even if the current request is denied. 
 
Crick said yes, but it would need to be a substantially different request. 
 
Gascon asked for clarification. 
 
Crick clarified that a property owner can request the same variance, provided they submit a 
new application and fee. 
 
Wilbur said he sees hardship in the potential need for property owners to request the same 
variance individually.  
 
Gascon said he feels this request addresses the hardship for all included properties. He asked if 
there has been a similar variance granted. 
 
Crick said there were a few in the early 1980s. More recently, there was a mass driveway 
variance request for Langston Heights in 2013. 
 
Wisner said he supports the recommendation for approval but would like to see the City work 
more with other neighborhoods with significant nonconformities to provide similar remedies. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Wilbur, seconded by Wisner, open public comment for the item. 
  
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
 
Ms. Sacey Lambertson said she suspects that a lot of multi-family properties are rented and 
therefore not occupied by homeowners. She felt they should encourage homeowners to occupy 
the modest homes included in the request. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Wilbur, seconded by, to close public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
 
BOARD DISCUSSION 
Gascon said he senses a level of discomfort by the Board being charged with a decision at this 
level. He felt it illustrates the fallibility of the zoning code and would like to see a better 
administrative approach to this issue going forward. 
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ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Wisner, seconded by Wilbur, to accept staff’s recommendation and approve the 
variance requests based on information in the staff report.  
 
 Motion carried 3-1, Gascon dissented. 
 
 
**WITHDRAWN** 
ITEM NO. 4 MAXIMUM DRIVEWAY WIDTH VARIANCE; Naismith Creek 

Subdivision 
 
B-18-00212:  A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development 
Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The request is for a variance to allow 
residential driveways in a new residential development area recently rezoned to RS5 (Single-
Dwelling Residential) District to exceed the 12 feet maximum driveway width standard set forth 
in Section 20-908(b)(3) of the City Code.  The request is being made for all of the RS5 zoned lots 
in Naismith Creek Addition, a newly approved residential subdivision.  The subject properties are 
generally located northwest of the intersection of Louisiana Street and W. 31st Street.  Submitted 
by Brian Sturm, Landplan Engineering, P.A., for 78, L.C. and Grand Builders, Inc., the property 
owners of record. 
 
ITEM NO. 5 MINIMUM OFF-STREET PARKING VARIANCE; 1346 OHIO STREET 
 
B-17-00641:  A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development 
Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The request is for a variance from Article 9, 
“Parking, Loading and Access,” requiring a minimum number of off-street parking spaces to be 
provided from a required 120 spaces to 1 space.  The property is located at 1346 Ohio Street.  
Submitted by Paul Warner with Paul Werner Architects, on behalf of D&D Rentals of Lawrence, 
L.L.C. and HDD of Lawrence, L.L.C., property owners of record. 
 
STAFF PRESENTATION 
Crick presented the item. 
 
Wisner asked what allowed for the previous lack of parking. 
 
Crick said staff could not identify anything other than the nonconforming use registration that 
would have granted the current parking configuration. 
 
APPLICANT PRESENTATION 
Mr. Paul Werner, Paul Werner Architects, explained that the need for the variance is because the 
structure is failing and requires a new foundation, but the lot is too small to accommodate 
additional parking. He explained their proposed renovation and mixed use development, and why 
the variance request meets the five conditions. He noted they could be in favor of a compromise 
on the parking reduction but ultimately believed that parking any number of cars on the property 
is a safety hazard. 
 
Gascon asked if they plan to replace the entire foundation or if they’ll decide once they raise the 
structure. 
 
Werner said they plan to jack it up and pour a whole new concrete foundation. 
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PUBLIC COMMENT 
Ms. Candice Davis, Oread Neighborhood resident, said she isn’t aware of other homes in the area 
that required foundation replacement and feels that it’s only done in an attempt to rent properties. 
She felt the request was exceedingly bold, and that Mr. Werner is aware of various other options 
for a mixed use property. She is completely against any concessions for parking. She said the 
bars generate trash, broken glass, noise, and bad behavior in the neighborhood. She felt the 
expansion of the bar would add to the existing safety issues in the area. 
 
Mr. Kappelmann said he owns the three story red brick building behind the subject property. He 
said he appreciates the work that the applicant has completed on homes in the area. He said he’s 
concerned about the parking situation, and explained that he must regularly tow vehicles from 
his own property.  
 
Ms. Marci Francisco, 1101 Ohio Street, said parking is a frequent topic. She supports staff’s 
recommendation for denial and felt the lot should generally be easy to develop. She 
acknowledged that the maintenance on the property is necessary and has done foundation work 
on her own properties, but has always been able to meet parking requirements. 
 
Ms. Sacey Lambertson said it would be a mistake to take away required parking. 
 
Mr. Kyle Thompson, 1041 Tennessee Street, mentioned a home at 14th and Kentucky Streets 
which had burned and received a variance to rebuild the property, but instead demolished the 
house and built something different. He has a similar concern about this development, due to the 
variance running with the property and not the project.  
 
Ms. Janet Gestner said she lived in the Oread Neighborhood for over a decade, and during her 
residency the project area drew much attention. She noted how dangerous the use seemed in 
the neighborhood, and since then the bars have dramatically intensified, despite several traffic 
related deaths. She felt that the area is over saturated with bars and the geography creates a 
safety hazard. She thanked staff for the thorough staff report and agreed with the 
recommendation. 
 
Gascon addressed Gestner’s comment about the area being saturated with bars despite a previous 
comment about long lines to enter the subject establishment. 
 
Gestner said her main concern is safety, and noted the intense use of a bar unusually placed in 
a residential neighborhood. 
 
Gascon reiterated his comment about people standing in line to get into the establishment. 
 
Gestner said the people standing in line aren’t drinking, and those inside will be. 
 
Gascon clarified that his interpretation of the word “saturation” would imply that there are many 
more bar uses in the neighborhood and that none of them are attracting business. 
 
Gestner said she used the term to indicate there are too many bars in the area. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Clark, seconded by Wilbur, to close public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
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BOARD DISCUSSION 
Wilbur said he can’t get past the hardship criteria. 
 
Gascon asked if he thought the requirement to essentially build a multi-level parking garage was 
not a hardship. 
 
Wilbur noted that the proposed development is the applicant’s choice. 
 
Gascon said that the parking requirement is in place regardless of how many people are in the 
building. 
 
Crick clarified that the occupancy of the structure is determined by Fire Code, which takes into 
account several factors including circulation spaces and seating. 
 
Wilbur said that the use of the structure isn’t a factor in the occupancy. 
 
Crick said that’s correct. He explained that the Land Development Code looks at restaurants, 
event centers, and bar uses differently when it comes to calculating parking. Parking is calculated 
based on the use allowed by zoning. 
 
Wisner felt that the required 120 spaces was unreasonable. He felt that there were valid concerns 
about the bar use but focusing just on parking, he would feel more comfortable granting a 
variance which included parking spaces for the residential portion of the development. 
 
Gascon asked if the property is historic or within historic environs. 
 
Crick said the property is within the Oread Neighborhood Design Overlay District so the structure 
would be reviewed by the Historic Resources Commission (HRC) for aesthetics. He noted that the 
project would also need to be heard by the Planning Commission and City Commission for 
expansion and modification of the existing Special Use Permit as well as other possible 
agreements. 
 
Gascon noted that the HRC could prevent modification of the property to provide parking but that 
wouldn’t be known before the Board takes action. 
 
Crick said that’s correct. He explained that the parking calculation is initiated in commercial 
parking lot standards with multi-dwelling residential projects. 
 
Gascon asked what science determines parking requirements. 
 
Crick said typically those calculations are determined with the help of a third party consultant and 
City engineering staff using AASHTO, Institute of Transportation Engineers, and is also tailored 
to meet the needs of the community. 
 
Gascon asked if parking is calculated the same for identical uses but in different neighborhoods. 
 
Crick said yes. He noted that the Mixed Use zoning allows for deviations as does the Special Use 
Permit. 
 
Gascon asked if the parking required for a spa would be based on the spa use. 
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Crick said it is based on the use and the amount of space being used for that use. 
 
Gascon asked if the parking for the same use of the same size in this location versus 6th Street & 
Wakarusa Drive would be calculated identically 
 
Crick said yes. 
 
Gascon said the science does not take into consideration the location, pedestrians, or bicyclists, 
or Uber users. 
 
Crick said that’s correct, otherwise it would be considered spot zoning, which is illegal. 
 
Gascon asked if staff could elaborate. 
 
Crick explained that spot zoning was banned by Supreme Court decision because you can’t change 
the zoning of a property to be inconsistent with the surrounding area.  
 
Gascon felt that the science behind parking requirements is flawed, and that providing parking 
only induces driving and is not in the best interest of the public. He argued that foundation repair 
is necessary and is a tremendous cost, and restricting uses only limits property owners’ ability to 
pay for such repairs. He addressed Ms. Candice Davis in the audience making a motion and noted 
that the Board voted in her favor at a previous meeting and that she made a comment he felt 
was insulting. 
 
Davis said Gascon insulted her [at the previous meeting]. 
 
Gascon asked Davis to leave the meeting. 
 
Davis exited the room. 
 
Gascon encouraged members of the public to read specific literature that addresses the parking 
issue on a larger scale. 
 
Clark asked if they could discuss Criteria #4. 
 
Wilbur felt that the intent of the project was to increase attendance which will likely bring more 
cars to the area and be a burden on the neighborhood. 
 
Clark noted the number of public members in attendance who are against the project, which 
signifies the project does adversely affect the morale of the impacted public. 
 
Gascon said that as a member of the neighborhood six blocks away the project as proposed does 
not concern him. He felt that the requirement for parking was creating the issue to public safety, 
not the request for a reduction. 
 
Clark talked about the threat of drunk drivers versus drunk walkers. He asked what the property 
was zoned before the MU (Mixed Use) designation. 
 
Crick said it was zoned RM32. 
 
Gascon noted that the previous zoning from a residential standpoint was a much higher intensity. 
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Clark said the previous zoning could accommodate an apartment building. He pointed out a 
paragraph in the staff report that references an expectation that the MU district provide a 
coordinated expansion and a balanced parking approach. He asked how that expectation is 
captured or communicated. 
 
Crick said it is usually conveyed with the MU designation, and some portions of the adopted 
neighborhood plan give guidance in that direction, but neither give a specific parking expectation. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Wilbur, seconded by Wisner, to open public comment for the item 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
Mr. Paul Werner, Paul Werner Architects, said the property owner initiated the rezoning and there 
were no conditions of the zoning when it was approved. He added that typically expectations are 
communicated with conditions but that was not was not done. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Clark, seconded by Wilbur, to close public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
 
BOARD DISCUSSION 
Gascon felt the first paragraph in the Staff Report after the applicant’s response on Criteria #5 is 
contradictory to the staff recommendation.  
 
Wilbur asked if Gascon’s issue is with parking regulations in general or with the requirements 
specific to the case. 
 
Gascon said he’s made his feelings about parking requirements pretty clear. He also noted his 
conflict with language in the draft comprehensive plan that is contrary to the staff 
recommendation for the project.  
 
Clark asked if the variance stays with the parcel. 
 
Crick said that’s correct. 
 
Clark asked if they could place stipulations on change of use or building permit. 
 
Crick said they can approve with conditions which vary from case to case, such as a condition 
that a project receive all other approvals. 
 
Clark posed the hypothetical scenario of a restaurant taking over the property in 10 years and 
only having one parking space.  
 
Gascon said that’s a valid point. He argued that the number of parking spaces may be invalid, 
and that the real questions should be whether parking in general should be required at all. 
 
Clark asked how many living units are proposed. 
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Crick said four beds. 
 
Clark said they could provide 5 parking spaces. He noted the aerial view shows seven cars parked 
at the current living units. 
 
Gascon said that’s an interesting hardship because the City doesn’t recognize that property having 
seven spaces. He asked if the rule prohibiting stacked parking under the Oread Design Guidelines 
applies for this property. 
 
Crick said that those particular guidelines are not applicable for this property so it would go to 
the Land Development Code for commercial property standards. 
 
Gascon asked if stacked parking would be allowable on this property. 
 
Crick said no. He pointed out a discrepancy in the staff report that refers to the property as 
congregate living while it is actually an apartment use. 
 
Clark asked if the math is the same. 
 
Crick said yes, the bedrooms and parking count are correct. 
 
Clark said he loves the walkability/bikeability of the area and the support of those components 
not included in the current code. He also felt it was fair to require parking for the residential 
portion of the project, particularly given the mixed use of the property. 
 
Crick noted that the bicycle parking portion is currently adopted in Horizon 2020. He reminded 
the Board that it is their role to adjudicate the current code. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Clark, seconded by Gascon, to open public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
Mr. Paul Werner, Paul Werner Architects, said they are willing to explore options for meeting the 
parking requirement for the residential portion of the project. 
 
Ms. Marci Francisco said she agrees there are options but the Board’s decision should be based 
on the information already presented. 
 
Mr. Kappelmann asked if other bars will be granted a variance if this one is passed. 
 
Wisner said no, the variance is specific to the property. 
 
Crick explained that a variance for multiple other properties would require a text amendment 
which would require final approval by the City Commission. 
 
Ms. Janet Gerstner said granting the variance will set a precedent. 
 
Gascon said he appreciated her opinion but that it does not set a precedent. 
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ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Wilbur, seconded by Clark, to close public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
 
BOARD DISCUSSION 
Crick noted that each case must be weighed independently.  
 
Gascon said the property is unique because the current use would require 600 parking spaces. 
In regards to whether the project would affect the rights of adjacent property owners, he noted 
that the parking situation won’t really be changing. 
 
Clark said it certainly won’t affect their rights. 
 
Gascon said the hardship criteria is always the hardest, and noted that any change to the property 
would require parking that is not possible to provide without demolition of the existing structure, 
which would likely not be allowed by the HRC. 
 
Wilbur asked if a different business use for the property could provide the required parking. 
 
Crick said it would depend on the size and type of use. 
 
Gascon asked if staff could provide an example of a use that would require less parking. 
 
Crick said a restaurant use would require less parking. 
 
Clark asked if the bridge between the two buildings is the issue, and noted that the Special Use 
Permit is for 1340 Ohio Street. 
 
Crick said that even without the bridge it would still be considered a bar use. 
 
Clark asked if the parking is only being calculated on the southern building. 
 
Crick clarified that the variance is induced by the expansion of the use and does not correct any 
existing shortage of parking- without an expansion, the variance is not needed. 
 
Clark asked if the 120 required parking spaces is only for the additional space. 
 
Crick said yes, for the expansion of the bar use and the residential component. 
 
Gascon reiterated that the parking technically required for the entire property would exceed the 
size of the entire property. 
 
Clark asked for the square footage of the expansion. 
 
Crick said about 4000 square feet. 
 
They discussed whether there is hardship. 
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Gascon said that any change to the property would require parking that isn’t possible. He 
wondered whether the parking requirement alleviated or added to public safety concerns. He felt 
the intent of the mixed use is to reduce reliance on cars, but he can see arguments both ways. 
 
Willbur said it isn’t clear how many people are parking in the neighborhood to go to the Hawk. 
 
Gascon said it’s difficult to tell. 
 
ACTION TAKEN  
Motioned by Wisner, seconded by Clark, to deny the variance based on findings in the staff report 
and because the request does not meet the five conditions required for a variance. 
 
 Motion carried 3-1, Gascon dissented. 
 
ITEM NO. 6 MISCELLANEOUS   
 

A. Consider any other business to come before the Board. 
 
Crick mentioned there will be both Sign Code Board of Appeals and Board of 
Zoning Appeals next month. 
 
Wilbur asked if staff has identified a replacement for Josh Mahoney. 
 
Crick said the Mayor is aware that his term is about to expire. 
 
ADJOURNED 8:29 PM 
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LAWRENCE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 
MINUTES FOR JULY 5, 2018 
 
Members present: Gascon, Shipley, Wilbur, Wisner 
Staff present: Crick, Dolar, Mortensen 
 
 
ITEM NO. 1 COMMUNICATIONS 

A. Crick mentioned there were two communications received after the 
deadline and paper copies were provided to the Board. 

B. There were no ex-parte communications and/or abstentions for specific 
agenda items.  

C. There were no agenda items deferred.  
 

 
ITEM NO. 2 MINUTES 
 
Consider approval of the minutes from the June 7, 2018 meeting of the Board. 
 
The minutes were deferred to the next meeting of the Board. 
 
 
BEGIN PUBLIC HEARING: 
 
ITEM NO. 3 VARIANCE FROM THE EXTERIOR SIDE YARD BUILDING SETBACK 

FOR A RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURE; 1625 HASKELL AVENUE 
 
B-18-00272:  A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development 
Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The request is for a variance from the 25 
foot exterior side setback standard required by Section 20-601(a) of the City Code for the RM12 
(Multi-Dwelling Residential) District.  The applicant is seeking a variance from this code standard 
reducing the exterior side setback to a minimum of 15 feet to allow for the construction of a 
detached dwelling.  The property is located at 1625 Haskell Avenue.  Submitted by Wagner 
Contracting, LLC, on behalf of the Estate of Virginia R. Copp, property owner of record. 
 
STAFF PRESENTATION 
Mortensen presented the item. 
 
APPLICANT PRESENTATION 
Erik Wagner, applicant, said he didn’t have anything to add but had renderings of the house. He 
presented the plans on the overhead and explained the design. 
 
No public comment. 
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BOARD DISCUSSION 
Gardner said he supports the request. 
 
Mahoney said he felt the variance would be nothing but positive and would improve the 
community. 
 
Shipley asked if there wasn’t more that could be done to minimize the building footprint. 
 
Gascon explained that when the lot was designed the applicable zoning code lacked the 25 foot 
side yard setback, but now when all setbacks are applied there is less than 60% of the lot to build 
on. 
 
Gardner added that there have been multiple changes in zoning. 
 
Wisner said he had no issues with the request, and that it will improve the community to build a 
house on a vacant lot. 
 
Mahoney said that an alternative footprint without a variance would be very small, and while 
possible, probably run into height restrictions. 
 
Shipley mentioned the possibility of two dwellings on the parcel in the future. 
 
Gascon said the current code wouldn’t allow this lot to be divided, and due to the uniqueness of 
the lot they are struggling to fit one dwelling unit. 
 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Gardner, seconded by Wilbur, to approve the variance based on findings in the staff 
report.  
 
 Unanimously approved 6-0. 
 
ITEM NO. 4 MINIMUM OFF-STREET PARKING VARIANCE; 444/446 LOCUST 

STREET 
 
B-18-00278: A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development 
Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The request is for a variance from Article 9, 
“Parking, Loading and Access,” requiring a minimum number of off-street parking spaces to be 
provided from a required 64 spaces to 8 spaces.  The property is located at 444/446 Locust Street.  
Submitted by Paul Warner with Paul Werner Architects, on behalf of Tiburcio J Reyes Sr, property 
owner of record.  
 
STAFF PRESENTATION 
Crick presented the item. 
 
Gardner said the center section is a bar, so there’s not a change in use because the bar size is 
only expanding. 
 
Crick said they are allowed to have an accessory bar but the majority of receipts must be derived 
from food sales, so there must be separation between the restaurant use and proposed bar use. 
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Wilbur asked if that rule is enforced by Alcoholic Beverage Control. 
 
Crick said yes, as well as approval by the City Clerk for the liquor license. 
 
Gascon asked for the number of required parking spaces to maintain the quality restaurant use. 
 
Crick said 16 parking spaces are required for the quality restaurant use as-is. 
 
Gascon said they are proposing eight. 
 
Crick said that’s correct, the eight that currently exist.  
 
Gascon asked if staff knows what the required parking was when the restaurant originally opened. 
 
Crick said no. 
 
Gascon asked how the parking calculation for quality restaurant use was derived. 
 
Crick said the parking tables were approved by City Commission, which were likely created by a 
consultant with the code in 2005. 
 
Mahoney clarified that there are two separate businesses with two separate addresses. He asked 
if the variance would be necessary if both uses were addressed as one property. 
 
Crick said the restaurant would only be allowed an accessory bar which must derive 55% of sales 
from food.  
 
Mahoney asked if the proposed bar use plans to generate more of its sales from alcohol. 
 
Crick said that’s correct. 
 
 
APPLICANT PRESENTATION 
Mr. Paul Werner, Paul Werner Architects, explained the existing space and the proposed project, 
noting that they only intend to change the operator of the existing bar/lounge space and are not 
changing the occupancy. He explained how they arrived at required parking calculations. He 
mentioned a parking variance granted to Frank’s North Star Tavern down the street that reduced 
their parking from 90 to 16 spaces. 
 
Wilbur asked if the bar/lounge is currently being used by the restaurant. 
 
Werner said yes, it’s event-driven. 
 
Mahoney asked how many total spaces the applicant plans to provide. 
 
Werner said eight. 
 
Mahoney mentioned he was on the Board for Frank’s variance request. 
 
Wisner said it looks like there is empty space between the south end of the building and the 
beginning of the propose parking area.  
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Werner explained that there are trees but it’s possible they could add one more space. 
 
Gascon said the required parking spaces would require a three story parking garage that would 
encompass the entire lot. He asked the applicant if they are prepared to build such a structure. 
 
Werner said they are not. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
Ms. Jennifer Myers, Kaw Valley Group, explained their idea to expand the space, their history with 
the property and the neighborhood, and addressed some concerns mentioned in an email 
received by staff. She said they’ve received nothing but positive feedback from the neighborhood 
about their proposed project.  
 
Wilbur asked how often they hold events and how many people are typically in attendance. 
 
A gentleman present with the applicant said they hold events two or three times a month with 
around 30-40 people at a time. He said parking is hassle but there are never complaints about it. 
 
Myers added that the space is used weekly for lunch overflow or large groups. 
 
Gardner asked if there were any public members present that were not connected to the family 
or the restaurant willing to answer some questions. He asked Mr. Ted Boyle if there’s ever been 
an issue  
 
Mr. Ted Boyle, North Lawrence Improvement Association (NLIA) said he’s lived in the 
neighborhood 74 years. He said there has never been a complaint on El Matador. The only 
complaints from the neighborhood were due to Club 508 which is now Frank’s North Star. He 
highlighted the walkability of the neighborhood.  
 
Gardner asked if there has ever been a problem when the event space is full. 
 
Boyle said no, the patrons of Club 508 generated the only complaints in the area historically. He 
said there has been no congestion even with the band playing next door and no police calls. He 
noted that area residents are in favor of the project. 
 
Myers described the family friendly theme of the business. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Wilbur, seconded by Gardner, to close public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 6-0. 
 
BOARD DISCUSSION 
Shipley asked Ms. Myers if both spaces could be rented simultaneously.  
 
Myers explained that it’s possible but certain areas would be prohibited due to liquor laws. 
 
Shipley asked if they would rent the two spaces together. 
 
Myers said she didn’t think that would be possible.  
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Crick clarified that alcohol must be sold and served within each respective space. 
 
Mahoney said he’s a huge proponent of utilizing existing structures for new or changing 
businesses. He said he’s in favor of the project but has a hard time meeting all conditions. 
 
Gascon asked if a building permit had been pulled for the project. 
 
Crick said not at this time but a site plan would be required. 
 
Gascon noted that there is no construction proposed. 
 
Crick said that’s correct. 
 
Gascon felt there was hardship due to the needed space to accommodate the required parking 
and because there is no construction proposed. 
 
Mahoney felt the issues were the unique conditions and the voluntary change in use. He couldn’t 
identify a use that would be compatible with the existing parking, and noted that they still need 
to apply for the necessary liquor licenses. 
 
They talked about the impact of the change in use. 
 
Crick said the Board is not empowered to determine the use of the property. 
 
Wisner said he doesn’t feel the proposed will increase the intensity of the property felt there is 
ample parking in the area, noting the gravel lot across the street.  
 
Crick mentioned that the gravel area is railroad right-of-way. 
 
Shipley noted that NLIA supports the request. 
 
Wisner said he does not feel parking is an issue but is hung up on the hardship criteria. 
 
Wilbur said the parking requirement generated by an administrative change is the hardship. 
 
Gardner asked asked about actual number of required parking spaces. 
 
Gascon said there is a discrepancy between the applicant’s understanding of code required 
parking and the calculation in the staff report. 
 
Crick the staff report indicates a requirement of 64 spaces and a requested reduction to eight. 
 
Wisner said the applicant makes a logical argument for 42 required spaces instead of 64 required 
spaces. 
 
Gascon talked about the shortfall of parking requirements in general and concluded that the 
parking requirement is an unnecessary burden on the applicant.  
 
Mahoney said he has no problem with the uniqueness of the property and is only hung up on the 
unnecessary hardship because the slight business change is a choice. 
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Gascon said the applicant is a long standing family owned business that is trying to be compliant 
with State law, and the parking requirement is punishing them for doing the right thing. 
 
Mahoney said the number of parking spaces isn’t a factor for him, and he’d like to find a way to 
support their investment in the neighborhood.  
 
Wisner said he felt the liquor laws are the hardship because the applicant must structure their 
business in a way that complies with those laws. 
 
Shipley said any business would have to comply with those rules. She asked where other Board 
members stand on the issues. 
 
Gascon felt the need for a site plan that results in 64 required parking spaces is a hardship. 
 
Shipley questioned whether the rules set forth by the City are a hardship in every scenario. 
 
Gascon said there is no construction taking place. 
 
Shipley noted that they’re making a change. 
 
Wilbur said they’re making a very subtle change and are planning to use the property in a similar 
way. 
 
Gardner asked if they serve liquor in the event space. 
 
Gascon said yes, adding that it was an important distinction to note they’re not converting from 
a residential use. 
 
Crick clarified that an event space is not required to have a liquor license, sales can be 
accommodated through off-premise license extensions provided by the caterer. 
 
Gascon reiterated that liquor is already being served, and added that just coming into compliance 
with existing use would result in the same parking hardship. 
 
Crick said the restaurant use is grandfathered in. He explained two parts of the code, on that 
details applicability of the code to all new structures and changes in use, and the other part of 
the code that deals with the intensification of a use. 
 
Gardner said the event space has been used to its full potential without impact on the 
neighborhood. 
 
Crick said it hasn’t been approved as an event space, it was a carryover of the restaurant use. 
The proposed change would create two distinct spaces with two distinct users, which is an 
intensification of the code. 
 
Gascon discussed practical application versus code required application of a change in use. He 
reiterated that any change to the property would trigger an impossible parking requirement, 
which is a hardship. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
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Motioned by Gardner, seconded by Wilbur, to open public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 6-0. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
Mr. Ted Boyle, NLIA, mentioned that the City library train use to park in the gravel lot across the 
street, and the City has been maintaining that property between 4th & 5th Streets. He said it’s 
used extensively by surrounding businesses and parade-goers.  
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Gardner, seconded by Wisner, to close public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 6-0. 
 
 
BOARD DISCUSSION 
Crick reiterated that the gravel lot mentioned is not City property. 
 
Gascon asked if the variance process will repeat even if the proposed variance is granted and a 
structure is later added or the use changes. 
 
Crick clarified that a structure addition would trigger an increase in required parking, which would 
require a variance, but a change in use alone would not because the proposed variance would 
run with the land. 
 
Gascon noted that conditions cannot be tied to a property owner or specific use. 
 
Crick said that’s correct; however, conditions could be placed on corresponding site plans or 
licenses. 
 
Wisner asked what, other than a bar or lounge, would increase the number of required parking 
spaces. 
 
Crick said a bar or lounge is one of the uses that requires the most parking, only a conference or 
event center would require more. 
 
Wisner said he’s comfortable approving without conditions. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Wilbur, seconded by Shipley, to approve the variance as submitted by the applicant 
based on findings of the Board.   
 
 Unanimously approved 6-0. 
 
 
 
ITEM NO. 5 MISCELLANEOUS   
 

A. Consider any other business to come before the Board. 
 
Crick said there were will be a meeting in August.  
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ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Gardner, seconded by Wisner, to adjourn the meeting. 
 
ADJOURNED 8:00 PM 
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LAWRENCE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 
MINUTES FOR AUGUST 2, 2018 
 
Members present: Clark, Gardner, Shipley, Wilbur  
Staff present: Crick, Dolar, Mortensen 
 
 
ITEM NO. 1 COMMUNICATIONS 

A. All communications were included in the agenda packet. 
B. Gardner noted that he would be abstaining from his own request, Item 4. 
C. No items were deferred.  

 
 

ITEM NO. 2 MINUTES 
 
Consider approval of the minutes from the June 7, 2018 and July 5, 2018 meetings of the Board. 
 
The minutes were deferred to the next meeting of the Board. 
 
 
BEGIN PUBLIC HEARING: 
 
 
ITEM NO. 3 VARIANCES FROM THE REAR YARD BUILDING SETBACK FOR A 

RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURE; 1524 RHODE ISLAND STREET 
 
B-18-00335:  A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development 
Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The first request is for a variance from the 
20 foot rear setback standard required by Section 20-601(a) of the City Code for the RS5 (Single-
Dwelling Residential) District.  The applicant is seeking a variance from this code standard 
reducing the rear setback to a minimum of 16 feet to allow for the construction of an addition to 
the existing residence. The second variance request is to reduce the rear setback of the existing 
residence to 1 foot. The property is located at 1524 Rhode Island Street. Submitted by Curtis 
Morton, property owner of record. 
 
STAFF PRESENTATION 
Mortensen presented the item.  
 
BOARD DISCUSSION 
Wilbur asked if the property has always been out of compliance with zoning codes. 
 
Mortensen said it appears so. 
 
Shipley asked if it’s unusual to request a memorialization of an existing structure. 
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Crick said it’s not unusual, and it effectively locks in the existing footprint just in case something 
happens to the structure.  
 
Gardner noted that the applicant did not own the property when the structure was built. 
 
Crick said that’s correct. 
 
APPLICANT PRESENTATION 
Mr. Curtis Morton, property owner, explained that the house is very close to the rear property 
line and the intent of the variance is to ensure that he can perform any necessary repairs to the 
home in the future, for example if a tree falls on it or it needs a new roof. 
 
Shipley asked if repairs would require a building permit. 
 
Crick explained that a roofing permit wouldn’t be an issue but a variance would allow the house 
to be reestablished in its current footprint in the event of a catastrophic loss. 
 
There was no public comment. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Gardner, seconded by Clark, to close public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0. 
 
BOARD DISCUSSION 
Gardner felt it was a simple request. 
 
Clark said it is interesting that memorializing the current structure is the only way to rebuild it as 
is. 
 
Shipley asked if the memorialization could backfire on the property owner in any way. 
 
Crick explained that the variance would lock in the structure’s current position on the lot, but if 
an addition is proposed that changes the footprint it would require a separate variance.  
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Gardner, seconded by Clark, to approve the variances based on findings in the staff 
report and having met all five conditions for a variance. 
 
 Unanimously approved 4-0.  
 
ITEM NO. 4 VARIANCE FROM THE INTERIOR SIDE YARD BUILDING SETBACK 

FOR A RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURE; 2112 OHIO STREET  
 
B-18-00340: A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development 
Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The request is for a variance from the 5 foot 
interior side setback standard required by Section 20-601(a) of the City Code for the RS5 (Single-
Dwelling Residential) District. The applicant is seeking a variance from this code standard reducing 
the interior side setback to a minimum of 1 foot to allow for the construction of an attached 
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carport. The property is located at 2112 Ohio Street.  Submitted by Gregory B. Gardner, property 
owner of record.  
 
RECUSAL 
Gardner recused himself from the item. 
 
Crick discussed process for the item. 
 
STAFF PRESENTATION 
Mortensen presented the item. 
 
Wilbur asked how unique this situation is within the City. 
 
Crick said it’s pretty unique to see a house situated perpendicular to its longest lot line. 
 
Shipley said she grew up in the neighborhood and disagrees that it is unusual. 
 
Crick said it’s unusual that this property was platted sometime in the 1900’s and didn’t develop 
for 50 years.  
 
Shipley said she didn’t feel the mention of alleyways was relevant since one didn’t exist in this 
area. 
 
Crick explained that 50 foot lots typically only existed in areas with an alley, and since this was 
originally platted as part of the County, an alley wasn’t considered. 
 
Shipley said that the neighborhood is comprised of small, two bedroom homes with mostly 
detached garages. She said there are only four or five carports in the area. 
 
Crick explained that the Board doesn’t have the ability to review the aesthetics of the 
neighborhood, and noted that some structures may have variances or were built without a permit.  
 
APPLICANT PRESENTATION 
Mr. Greg Gardner, property owner, said the property has been a money pit. He said the detached 
garage is on the verge of collapse and is close to the property line. He explained that he’d like to 
tear down the garage and replace it with a carport, as well as replace the driveway with a shorter 
drive thereby reducing the impermeable surface on the property. In addition he said he’d like to 
construct a covered porch connecting the house to the carport and eventually enclose it. 
 
Clark asked if the proposed carport will have the same southern setback as the existing detached 
garage. 
 
Gardner clarified that it will. He added that the neighbor to the south, who is most impacted by 
the proposed, supports his request. 
 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Clark, seconded by Wilbur, to close public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 3-0. 
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BOARD DISCUSSION 
Clark asked about memorializing the existing detached garage, which has always been out of 
compliance.  
 
Crick said the 1949 code didn’t require detached structures to obey the setbacks so it was likely 
in compliance at that time. 
 
Shipley felt the point of a new code was to bring things into compliance with it. She noted that 
the existing structure can’t be grandfathered because the applicant is proposing a different 
footprint. 
 
Crick explained grandfathering only exists for uses, such as a restaurant. In this instance, the 
variance request must prove to be unique to the lot or circumstances of the lot, or a product of 
zoning that makes the lot uneven with rights of nearby properties. He discussed the Board’s task 
in balancing strict adherence to the code and whether doing so posing an undue burden on the 
property owner.  
 
Clark said the structure was in compliance when it was built. He said the property is unique 
because it was platted long before anything was built, and was likely a burden at the time of 
construction.   
 
Shipley disagreed that it’s unique because other properties in the neighborhood are similar. She 
suggested that the rest of the neighbors could apply for similar variances. 
 
Crick explained that anyone can apply for a variance, but typically when several properties in one 
area require a variance, a text amendment is initiated that recognizes that deficiency in the code. 
 
Wilbur asked if uniqueness can apply to an entire neighborhood. 
 
Crick said it’s not unheard of- the Board has considered an entire neighborhood in the past. 
 
They discussed the criteria for approval of a variance, specifically the hardship criteria. 
 
Wilbur said the staff report refers to “previous findings of the Board”. He asked staff to address 
that comment.   
 
Mortensen explained that the structure to the north was granted a variance in the 1980’s for the 
carport.  
 
Clark and Shipley discussed alternative solutions for the construction of a new parking structure. 
 
Wilbur felt that there is some hardship when options are limited.  
 
Clark said there isn’t anything preventing the property owner from constructing a detached 
garage, but wondered if cost- which he acknowledged they cannot consider- is a factor due to 
the extra stretch of driveway to keep the structure in the rear. 
 
Wilbur said the lack of application of the code is why the Board is reviewing the request. 
 
They continued to discuss whether the property is unique. 
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Crick explained the lack of subdivision regulations when the property was platted, as well as the 
absence of zoning, which are elements that work together in the current code. 
 
Shipley did not feel those factors made the property unique. 
 
Wilbur said the gap in time between platting and construction makes it unique. 
 
Crick said the time between platting and construction is typically months, not decades. He added 
that some neighborhoods were even built before they were platted. 
 
Shipley said the Barker neighborhood is an example. 
 
Crick said that’s correct. 
 
Clark said he’s hung up on the fact that there are other options. 
 
Wilbur asked if a key factor for staff was the structure’s proximity to the right-of-way. 
 
Crick said a key factor for staff was ensuring the structure doesn’t break the front setback plane, 
noting more leniency with side setbacks.  
 
Wilbur asked whether staff considered the option to build the structure in the rear. 
 
Crick said that is an option, and added that staff usually advises applicants to avoid the front 
setback and suggests the side as an alternative. 
 
MOTION 
Motioned by Clark, seconded by Shipley, to deny the variance request because it does not meet 
the five conditions, specifically the hardship criteria. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Wilbur, seconded by Shipley, to open public comment for the item. 
 
 Unanimously approved 3-0. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
Gardner explained that building the garage in the rear would increase the impermeable surface 
by extending the driveway. He said lots that were 132 feet long and 50 feet wide in 1909 didn’t 
connect with the way houses were built years later, and that alone created an unnecessary 
hardship. He said his lack of ability to build an attached garage or carport is also a hardship. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Clark, seconded by Wilbur, to close public comment for the item.  
 
 Unanimously approved 3-0. 
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Clark, seconded by Shipley, to deny the variance request because it does not meet 
the five conditions, specifically the hardship criteria. 
 
 Motion carried 2-1, Wilbur dissented. 
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ITEM NO. 5 MISCELLANEOUS   
 

A. Consider any other business to come before the Board. 
 
Mortensen mentioned that there will be at least one item on the September agenda. 
 
Crick noted that Mahoney’s term expires at the end of the September and the City Commission 
may appoint a new member at their next meeting. 
 
Clark asked if there are any updates regarding pending legal action. 
 
Crick said no.  
 
ACTION TAKEN 
Motioned by Clark, seconded by Shipley, to adjourn the meeting. 
 
ADJOURN 7:26 PM 
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ITEM NO. 3 REAR SETBACK VARIANCE; 5914 LONGLEAF DRIVE [LRM] 
 
 
B-18-00344:  A request for a variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development Code 
of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition.  The request is for a variance from the 20 foot rear setback 
standard required by Section 20-601(a) of the City Code for the RM12 (Multi-Dwelling Residential) 
District.  The applicant is seeking a variance from this code standard reducing the rear setback to a 
minimum of 11.5 feet.  The property is located at 5914 Longleaf Drive.  Submitted by Tanya Treadway, 
property owner of record. 
 
 
B. REASON FOR REQUEST 
 
Applicant’s Request – “Pursuant to the Land Development Code of the City of Lawrence, Kansas, Provision 
20-1309, I am seeking an area variance from the 20-foot rear setback of my property to an 11.5-foot 
setback. This variance will allow for a covered horizontal structure (e.g. a covered, screened porch or a 
four-season room) that will be attached to my townhouse, plus the necessary stairs to the ground. The 
covered structure would not increase the size of the current structure, which is an uncovered deck.. 
 
 Alternatively, if the Zoning Appeals Board will not consider a variance for a covered horizontal 
structure, I seek the same variance for an uncovered horizontal structure that will be attached to my 
townhouse, i.e., a replacement deck, plus the stairs.  
 
 The current deck, which was built in 2000, extends into the 20-foot rear setback by approximately 
4.11 feet (4’2’’). See Exhibit 1 (Survey) and Exhibit 1A (Picture of survey stakes). The current deck is 
approximately 15’4’’ wide (east to west) and 13’8’’ deep (north to south). It is approximately 40’’ off the 
ground. The east and west sides of the deck are bounded by the window wells, which provide light to 
the finished basement. Additionally, the west window well has a ladder for emergency egress from the 
basement bedroom.  
 
 The variance requested will allow me to use the deck’s current footprint and build steps to the 
north. See Exhibit 2 (Plot Plan). The steps will require an additional 4’ intrusion into the rear setback. 
The steps from the deck to the yard are currently built to the west. Changing the steps to the north 
would avoid the steps being building over the underground utility lines into my house and would also 
avoid blocking the west window well.”  
  
C. ZONING AND LAND USE 
 
Current Zoning & Land Use: RM12 (Multi-Dwelling Residential) District; Attached 

Dwelling Residential use.  
 
Surrounding Zoning and Land Use:  RM12 (Multi-Dwelling Residential) District to the east, west, 

and south & OS (Open Space) District to the north; Attached 
Dwelling Residential use to the east, west, and south & 
Open space (DeVictor Park) to the north. 
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D. ZONING ORDINANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
Section 20-601(a), “Density and Dimensional Standards; Occupancy Limits – Residential Districts,” has 
standards defining the minimum building setbacks for residential dwellings based upon each residential 
zoning district.  In the RM12 District, the minimum rear building setback is listed to be 20 feet. 
 
 
E. SPECIFIC ANALYSIS 
 
Section 20-1309(g)(1) in the Development Code lists the five requisite conditions that have to be met for 
a variance to be approved. 
 
 
1. The variance request arises from such conditions which are unique to the property in 
question and not ordinarily found in the same zone or district; and are not created by an 
action or actions of the property owner or applicant. 
 
Applicant response: “there are four unique conditions giving rise to my request for a variance, none of 
which I created.  
 

First, because my property was built in 2000, the 1966 Zoning Code was applicable. Provision 20-
1504(c) of the 1966 Zoning Code allowed for an exception to a 20-foot rear setback. But, the 1966 
Zoning Code was replaced, and my property is not subject to a 20-foot setback from the rear property 
line. See City of Lawrence Land Development Code, provision 20-601(a). The city’s Zoning Code changed 
in 2006, before I bought the property, but no one informed me about the change in the rear setback 
regulations. In fact, both the home owner and the Appraiser reported that the property had no zoning 
issues. See Exhibit 3 (Excerpt from Appraisal) and Exhibit 3A (Excerpt from Seller’s Disclosure).  
 

Second, because this is a townhouse development it has a unique platting situation, common 
with development s built under the Kansas Township Act. My townhouse is located one parcel of land 
that was originally zoned as one parcel; then, it was split into two parcels. It is unclear whether this fact 
affects the setback regulations.  
 

Third, from all appearances, my rear property line adjoins DeVictor Prairie Park, which is 
approximately 30 feet from the rear setback and approximately 45 feet from the current deck. See Exhibit 
4 (Pictures of views from deck). My townhome is positioned north/south, with the south being the front 
of the house, and the north being the rear of the house. See Exhibit 4A (Google Earth pictures of 5914 
Longleaf Drive). The deck has existed as is since 2000, without complaint from the City or my neighbors. 
And, there are many decks like mine in the neighborhood, i.e., decks that appear to be well outside of 
any setback, but which are, in reality, built into the 20-foot setback.  
 

The original plan was for the City to build a “berm” between the Longleaf townhomes adjacent 
to the DeVictor Prairie Park. See Exhibit 4B (architectural renderings of planned berm). This berm was 
never built. Instead, when my property was built in 2000, the developer and the original homeowners 
were allowed to install underground sprinkler systems and to sod a swath of land stretching 
approximately 30 feet from our back property lines. This 30-foot swath of land starts at the western side 
of the Longleaf neighborhood at George Williams Way, and continues eastward. See Exhibit 4C (google 
Earth picture of townhomes adjacent to DeVictor Prairie Park). Additionally, the original homeowners 
planted trees and landscaping in this 30-foot area. The city was aware of these actions and tacitly 
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approved them.  
 

Since the development was built, the homeowner sin the Longleaf neighborhood have paid and 
continue to pay for the upkeep of this additional property through Homeowners’ Association dues (which 
cover mowing), as well as through their personal water bills. The sodding of this swath of property, and 
the care undertaken by the Longleaf homeowners and Homeowners’ Association solved what was a 
continuing problem of standing water. Additionally, it provides a cool-season grass fire break between 
our properties and the DeVictor Prairie Park.   
 

Forth, my options for the location of a covered structure (or, alternatively, a replacement deck) 
and its dimensions are limited by factors beyond my control. I cannot build to the west or the west of 
my property because it is a townhouse. The Architectural Control Committee would not allow me to build 
a deck on the front of the house, because it would create a situation where my house was not uniform 
with the neighborhood. Therefore, building the deck to the north is my only option. I also cannot build a 
wider deck (west to east) because doing so would block the window wells.  

 
 Due to these unique circumstances, whether viewed alone or in the aggregate, I hope that the 
Zoning Appeals Board will agree that it is reasonable to continue the footprint of the current deck, and 
to add steps to the north. But to do that, a variance would be necessary.  
 
This request does result from a unique condition that does not strictly originate from the Land 
Development Code, or by actions of the owners.  This property was platted in 1998 as Lot 33 in the 
Longleaf Addition.  Records, per the Register of Deeds office, indicate the subject property was 
constructed in 2000. A subsequent lot division was performed to split the lot into two parcels granted 
under the Kansas Townhouse Act (Ch. 58, Art. 37, Kansas State Statute).  That legal form of land division 
creates the ability to bypass the zoning and development regulations established by a municipality in 
order to divide a platted lot when a structure meets the State definition of a "Townhouse unit" (§58-
3702(a)).  In this instance, this resulted in a smaller than initially platted parcel size condition.  Both the 
platting of the initial lot in 1998 and the subsequent Townhouse Act division were regulated by two 
different forms of government, and not within the control of the owners to adjust under these 
circumstances. The applicant was not the owner at the time of platting, construction, or division via 
Kansas Townhouse Act.  
 
The combination of these actions created a narrower parcel, limiting the possible areas to expand into 
the side setback as the eastern side is connected to another unit and the western side requires a 5 foot 
interior side setback. An exposed egress basement window and underground utility lines discourage 
expansion or placement of steps towards the west of the existing deck. The subject property’s 
architectural controls committee does not permit deck construction to the front (south) of the subject 
property.  
 
The applicant sites Section 20-1504(c) of the 1966 Zoning Code and claims the setback exemption applied 
when the subject property came into existence. Section 20-1504(c) applied only to RS-1, RS-2, and RM-
D districts. The subject property was zoned RM-1 which had a 25 foot required rear setback. Satellite 
imagery reveals that a number of decks within the townhome development encroach the required 25 
foot rear setback. Staff is unable to determine why numerous horizontal structures were constructed 
within the required rear setback at the time of construction. Development Services department staff were 
unable to locate building permit documentation for the subject property or the existing deck.  The Board 
of Zoning Appeals has previously granted variances for covered horizontal structures within the required 
rear setback for properties within the Longleaf Addition. 
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Finally, the subject property’s eastward sloping lot requires a deck that is taller than 30 inches. If the 
subject property was flatter and did not require an elevated deck, like neighboring properties to the west, 
the requested variance would not be necessary. The applicant wishes to maintain handicap accessible 
egress and ingress from the residence’s main living floor to the outdoor space. A patio or deck less than 
30 inches in height would not be accessible without steps from the main living space of the applicant’s 
home or would require regrading the subject property’s backyard. Required egress window access from 
a basement bedroom and site drainage patterns would be compromised if the subject property were to 
be substantially regraded.  
 
The current Land Development Code permits uncovered horizontal structures below 30 inches within the 
required rear setback. Section 20-602 (6)(VII) states, uncovered horizontal structures are items such as 
decks, stairways, entry bridges, wheelchair ramps, swimming pools, hot tubs and tennis courts that 
extend no more than 2.5 feet above the ground are allowed in required setbacks. A variance for a covered 
structure within the rear setback would be required regardless of height. 
 
The uniqueness of the site given its slope, architectural elements like exposed egress windows, and 
narrow width (due to a Kansas Townhouse Act division) are all conditions not created by action of the 
applicant.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 1: Subject Property Plot Plan with Existing and Proposed Horizontal Structure. 
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Figure 2: Subject Property Outlined in Teal.  

 
Figure 3: Subject Property was originally platted as Lot 33 before split by Kansas Townhouse Act. Site outlined 

in red. 
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2. That the granting of the variance will not adversely affect the rights of adjacent property 
owners or residents. 
 
Applicant response: “If the Board of Zoning Appeals grants my request for a variance, it will not adversely 
affect the rights of the adjacent property owners or residents.  
 
  I have contacted the Architectural Control Committee for my Homeowners’ Association, and the 
Committee approves both my seeking this variance and, if granted, the construction of a covered 
horizontal structure or a replacement deck. The Architectural Control Committee has concluded that a 
screened porch or a four-season room would not adversely affect the rights of adjacent property owners 
or residents and would not detract from the Association’s goal of uniformity of appearance. See Exhibit 
5 (letter from Architectural Control Committee).  
 
 I have also contacted my closest neighbors, and they support my seeking this variance, and if 
granted, the construction of a covered horizontal structure or a replacement deck. See Exhibit 6 (Letters 
from neighbors).  
 
In staff’s opinion, the requested variance would not adversely affect the rights of adjacent property 
owners or residents.  Notice was provided to property owners within 400 foot of the subject property 
informing them of the application filed by the property owner.  As of the time this report was written, 
staff has not been contacted by any property owner expressing concerns or objections to the applicant’s 
request.   
 
The applicant has contacted and secured the support of her immediate neighbors as well as her 
homeowners’ association and architectural control committee.  
 
 
 
3. That the strict application of the provisions of this chapter for which variance is requested 
will constitute unnecessary hardship upon the property owner represented in the 
application. 
 
Applicant response: “My request for a variance is a measured one. I am not seeking to increase the 
footprint of my current deck. Instead, my request for variance is an attempt to rectify the negative effects 
of a change in applicable rules and regulations that previously allowed an exception to the 20-foot rear 
setback. My deck is in need of replacement, not repair. Whether it is replaced with a covered structure 
or an uncovered structure, without a variance, I would have to comply with the now-applicable 20-foot 
rear setback, or I would have to reconfigure the deck to be less than 30’’ high. Strict application of 
provision 20-601(a) will constitute an unnecessary hardship on me for six reasons.  
 
 First, to build a horizontal structure (covered or uncovered) less than 30’’ high would require a 
substantial step down from the house (at least 10’’), or a substantial re-grading of the property. Either 
would impose an unnecessary hardship.  
 
 Building a horizontal structure (covered or uncovered) less than 30’’ high would mean that it 
would no longer be handicap accessible from the house.  
 
 Re-grading the property is also problematic, because it would change the hydrodynamics of the 
property, negatively impacting my property and my neighbors’ property. Re-grading would also impact 
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the window wells which border the current deck on the east and west sides. See Exhibit 4D (Pictures of 
window wells). Again, these window wells provide the daylight to my basement, and one window well 
provides egress from the basement.  
 
 Second, complying with the 20-foot rear setback would eliminate the opportunity to improve my 
property with a covered structure. Therefore, I would only have the choice of replacing my deck. To 
comply with the 20-foot rear setback, the deck would have to be reduced form approximately 210 square 
feet to approximately 90 square feet (The north to south measurement would be reduced form 
approximately 13’8’’ to approximately 5’6’’ if the steps had to be relocated to the north) making it difficult 
to continue using the deck for outdoor living space with a grill and a 4-chair patio set.   
 
 Third, complying with the 20-foot rear setback would make the deck substantially smaller than 
my neighbor’ decks, making it less uniform in appearance The grade of the Longleaf Townhomes property 
slopes downward from west to east. The four homes to the west of my property can build decks and 
patios into the 20-foot setback because they are less than 30’’ high. Starting with my house and moving 
east, however, none of the houses has a deck less than 30’’ high. If I am not allowed to build in the 
setback, as my western neighbors are, and if my eastern neighbors’ decks are “grandfathered in” because 
they need repair rather than replacement, my property will be less uniform in appearance, possibly 
subjecting me to penalties form my Homeowners’ Association, and making my home difficult to re-sell.  
 
 Fourth, complying with the 20-foot rear setback would either require me to move the steps 4’2’’ 
to the south (toward the house), blocking the west window well, or would require me to reduce the 
deck’s footprint an additional 4’ to relocate the steps to the north. Either creates an unnecessary 
hardship: a blocked window well (the window well that provides light and egress from the basement), or 
an unusable deck space.  
 
 Fifth, the landscaping would have to be replaced or relocated, since it is currently against the 
deck. See Exhibit 4E (Picture of landscaping on the north side of deck). Building a compliant structure 
would mean the landscaping would be 4 to 8 feet away. To relocate the landscaping to make the property 
look attractive would be both an unnecessary physical and financial hardship. 
 
 Sixth, if I do not replace my deck, I will be in violation of the rules and regulations governing the 
Longleaf Townhomes Architectural Control guidelines, which are in accordance with the Declaration of 
Covenants Conditions and Restrictions. See Exhibit 7 (Excerpt from Guidelines). Prevision F.2 (d) provides 
that “no deck shall be allowed to rot or otherwise become an eyesore or nuisance.” My deck is beginning 
to rot and is becoming an eyesore. Therefore, I have no choice but to replace my deck, not repair it. But, 
without a variance, I cannot even replace the deck I currently have. This imposes an unnecessary 
hardship on me because it will reduce bot the value and enjoyment of my house and will effectively 
impose a unilateral modification of my real estate contract: I bought a house with a large deck, but now 
will not get the full benefit of my purchase.    
 
Given the shape and topography of the existing subject parcel, the ability to construct an addition is 
limited to the rear of the property.  In staff’s opinion, strict adherence to the code required building 
setbacks in this instance may constitute an unnecessary hardship.  Kansas State Statute permits the 
division of duplex and other similar use lots via the Kansas Townhouse Act.  This creates a situation 
where the duplex lots may be created with smaller than anticipated lot dimensions and open space levels 
as noted by the Land Development Code.  
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To place the new structure entirely outside of the rear setback would drastically reduce the usable space 
of the deck. An adjacent property and attached townhouse unit to the east hinder expansion in that 
direction and an existing, required lower level egress window and utility lines limit expansion to the west. 
To reduce its height to lower than 30 inches would not permit direct access from the main interior living 
area of the subject property without substantial site regrading or stairs directly from the residence.   
 
 
4. That the variance desired will not adversely affect the public health, safety, morals, order, 
convenience, prosperity, or general welfare. 
 
Applicant response: “The new horizontal structure (covered or uncovered) will simply replace the 
footprint of the current deck and add steps to the north to avoid building the steps over the underground 
utility lines into my house. Therefore, the requested variance will not create a situation that would 
adversely affect the public health, safety, morals, order, convenience, prosperity or general welfare, as 
it has not done so to date. I am also not requesting to use the space in a way that would impact any of 
these issues.   
 
In staff’s opinion, granting the requested variance will not create an adverse effect upon the public 
health, safety, morals, order, convenience, prosperity or general welfare.  The request in question is 
contained within the parcel owned by the applicant.  This structure would not create any spill-over 
noxious effects to the surrounding area. The proposed horizontal structure will not encumber an existing 
platted utility easement in the rear yard. Immediate neighbors have not objected to the proposed 
horizontal structure.  
 
 
5. That granting the variance desired will not be opposed to the general spirit and intent of 
this chapter. 
 
Applicant response: “As I understand the intent of setbacks, they are imposed to preserve open space 
and insure that a building is not constructed right up to the property line. The variance proposed will not 
impinge on open space, it will not allow me to build right up to the property line, and it will not encroach 
on the 10-foot utility easement.  
 
 Since the current deck has existed for 18 years without negative impact on the open space, the 
replacement structure will also have no negative impact on the open space.   
 
In staff’s opinion, granting the setback variance would not be opposed to the general spirit and intent of 
the Land Development Code.  Strict adherence to the code requiring the 20 foot rear yard building 
setback would limit the use and expansion of the residence given the limited parcel size available due to 
the division of this property via the Kansas Townhouse Act, which is not subject to the requirements and 
review of the Land Development Code. Because of this form of land division, there are stringent 
limitations on how and where expansion of the property may take place.  Expanding into the side yard 
is not feasible given the distance and other code requirements. The applicant is not looking to expand 
the size of the deck. The proposed replacement will match the footprint of the existing deck. The stairs 
will be moved to the north of the existing and proposed deck footprint but do not increase the total 
useable space.  
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While the Board must look at each case independent from the others, staff would note the Board has 
previously granted variances for covered horizontal structures in the rear setback within the Longleaf 
Addition. Past variances were granted with conditions that covered horizontal structures shall remain 
open sided and shall not be converted to conditioned livable space.  
 
Conclusions:  Staff’s analysis of this variance application finds the request meets all five conditions set 
forth in Section 20-1309(g)(1) of the Land Development Code that the Board must find existing to grant 
a variance. 
 
 
Recommendation:  
 
Staff recommends approval of the rear setback variance based upon the findings in the staff report. Staff 
Recommends the Board grant the variance to reduce the required rear yard setback from 20 feet to 11.5 
feet for 5914 Longleaf Drive.  
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ITEM NO. 4 REAR SETBACK VARIANCE; 600 MAPLE STREET [LRM] 
 
 
B-18-00381:  A request for variance as provided in Section 20-1309 of the Land Development Code of 
the City of Lawrence, Kansas, 2018 edition. The request is for a variance to reduce the 15 foot minimum 
rear setback requirement listed in Section 20-601(b) of the City Code to a minimum 0 feet. The property 
is located at 600 Maple Street. Submitted by Fred Schneider of Schneider and Associates, for Mike and 
Sheri Nieder, dba Nieder Properties of Lawrence, Kansas, the property owners of record. 
 
 
B. REASON FOR REQUEST 
 
Applicant’s Request – “The boundary survey shows a long, narrow. Lot in the 600 block of Maple Street 
in North Lawrence. The owner would like to develop the property by building two warehouses and one 
private storage building.  
 
 After applying the required setbacks given in the present Land Development Code, there is very 
little allowable building area. To make the site usable, the owner is asking for the rear setback, along the 
railroad easement, to be vacated.  
 
 Prior to the adoption of the land development code of 2006, the Code recognized the railroad right 
of way as a special condition and no setback was required. Please refer to Section 20, Article 8, Table V, 
special Condition (b), old zoning ordinance.  
 
 The site is zoned General Industrial (IG), and the use of warehouses and storage units seems to 
be aligned with the zoning of the site. Because of the sound created by the trains, warehouses and storage 
seem to be an appropriate use.  
 
C. ZONING AND LAND USE 
 
Current Zoning & Land Use: IG (General Industrial) District; Undeveloped 
 
 
Surrounding Zoning and Land Use:  To the south: IG (General Industrial) District; Railroad Right-

of-Way 
 
 To the west: IG (General Industrial) District; Railroad Right-

of-Way and Undeveloped 
 
 To the east: IG (General Industrial) District & CS 

(Commercial Strip) District; Railroad Right-of-Way and office 
use. 

 
To the north: IG (General Industrial) District; Mini-
Warehouse, Vehicle Storage, and single-dwelling residential 
uses.  
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D. ZONING ORDINANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
Section 20-601(b), “Density and Dimensional Standards; Occupancy Limits – Nonresidential Districts,” has 
standards defining the minimum building setbacks for structures based upon each zoning district.  In the 
IG District, the minimum rear building setback for an IG zoned lot abutting a non-residentially zoned lot 
is listed to be 15 feet. The applicant is requesting a variance to reduce the minimum setback distance to 
0 feet. 

 
Figure 1:  Existing Site Image from 2018. 

E. SPECIFIC ANALYSIS 
 
Section 20-1309(g)(1) in the Development Code lists the five requisite conditions that have to be met for 
a variance to be approved. 
 
1. The variance request arises from such conditions which are unique to the property in 
question and not ordinarily found in the same zone or district; and are not created by an 
action or actions of the property owner or applicant. 
 
Applicant response: “Under the existing code the site is unbuildable. It is unique in its shape and this 
condition was not created by the owner.” 
 
The subject property is 1.02 acres of unplatted land in North Lawrence. It has no structures or active use. 
Its size and shape are unique when compared to other IG (General Industrial) zoned lots throughout 
Lawrence. The lot’s narrow depth is a result of its placement between the road right-of-way and the 
railroad right-of-way. Staff is unable to determine a date at which the lot came into existence. The subject 
property was likely originally included in the adjacent railroad right-of-way but removed and sold off for 
separate development. There are similarly shaped parcels located between the road right-of-way and the 
railroad right-of-way south of the subject property on Locust Street and east of the subject property on 
Maple Street. The majority of similarly shaped lots along the railroad right-of-way in this portion of North 
Lawrence are undeveloped. They range in size from 0.8 acres to about 1.2 acres, which makes this parcel 
consistent in total land mass to the other parcels.   
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The lot is subject to the IG (General Industrial) District setback requirements established by Section 20-
601(b) of the Land Development Code. Staff has determined the required setbacks to be 15 feet on the 
west side, 25 feet on north side, 15 feet on the south side, and 25 feet on the east side. The total area 
of required setback is equal to approximately 57% of the site’s total land area. The building envelope is 
restricted to just 19,081 square feet or approximately 43% of the site. Note: the exhibit provided by the 
applicant indicates a required western setback of 20 feet. Staff have interpreted the Code such that a 15 
foot western setback would be required.  

 

Figure 2: Red stripes indicate area of subject property encumbered by setbacks.  

Figure 3: 2017 Survey of the Subject Property at 600 Maple Street. 
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The 1966 Zoning Code, adopted with Ordinance No. 3500, notes in Section 20-807 (b),  
 
In any industrial district (M-1, M-1A, M-2, M-3, and M-4) where a yard abuts a railroad right-of-way with 
a minimum width of 50 feet, no structural setback from said right-of-way shall be required. 
 
Under the 1966 Zoning Code the subject property was zoned M-3 (Intensive Industrial) District. A 2017 
survey (Figure 3) of the site notes a distance of 50 feet or railroad right-of-way between the subject 
property’s southern line and the railroad track.  
 
The subject property sits adjacent to railroad right-of-way on east, west, & south sides and road right-of-
way on the north side. Unlike the northern lot line along Maple Street, the southern lot line along the 
Union Pacific Lines is not straight. The southern lot line mirrors the railroad tracks and curves toward the 
northeast. The curving lot line and subsequent setback result in an unusual, pie-shaped buildable 
envelope. The wedge shaped buildable envelope does not allow for a consistent lot depth making building 
placement and orientation difficult. Finally, the required setbacks established for the IG (General 
Industrial) District are intended for large-lot or greenfield development rather than uniquely shaped lots 
carved from railroad right-of-way. The district’s setbacks are intended to act as a buffer for moderate and 
high-impact industrial uses. The proposed use, mini-warehouse storage, is typically neither a high-impact 
nor a true industrial use, but it is permitted in the IG district. With the adoption and application of the IG 
(General Industrial) District in 2006, the Land Development Code applies a setback standard that is mainly 
applicable in true industrial-type applications, such as locating an intensive industrial user that may need 
a larger setback to mitigate potential nuisances created by its operations.  
 
The subject property’s boundaries and undeveloped status have remained unchanged, it has been the 
adoption of new zoning regulations that is the reason for the variance request. The proposed mini-
warehouse development would not require a variance under the 1966 Zoning Code. The subject property’s 
shape and subsequent building envelope as well setbacks intended for higher-intensity uses are unique 
conditions to the site and are not the result of the applicant.  
 
 
2. That the granting of the variance will not adversely affect the rights of adjacent property 
owners or residents. 
 
Applicant response: “There are no buildings on the property to the west of the site. There are no other 
private owners on the other three sides of the site.” 
 
In staff’s opinion, the requested variances will not adversely affect the rights of adjacent property owners 
or residents.  Notice was provided to property owners within a 400 foot distance of the subject property 
to inform them of the application filed by the property owner.  
 
As of the time this report was written, staff had been contacted by one neighboring property owner. The 
owner of 624 Lincoln Street is concerned about the proposed development of the site exacerbating North 
Lawrence’s stormwater and flooding issues.  
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3. That the strict application of the provisions of this chapter for which variance is requested 
will constitute unnecessary hardship upon the property owner represented in the application. 
 
Applicant response: “The site is unbuildable under the existing development code. If the variance is not 
approved, the site cannot be used, which would create a hardship for the owner.”  
 
In staff’s opinion, strict adherence to the Land Development Code may constitute an unnecessary 
hardship. At its deepest point the required northern setback of 25 feet and required southern setback of 
15 feet would reduce the buildable depth to about 63 feet. The depth of the buildable envelope decreases 
from 63 feet in the west to 0 feet in the east. Refer to Figure 2 above. Under the 1966 Zoning Code the 
maximum buildable depth at the western edge of the subject property would have been about 78 feet.  
 
Prior to the adoption of the 2006 Land Development Code, the proposed structures would not have been 
subject to the currently required setback. Requiring the proposed structures to comply with the setbacks 
established by the Land Development Code would create a situation where a majority of the lot is 
encumbered by the setback requirements. The subject property narrowly meets the required density and 
dimensional standards for an M-3 (Intensive Industrial) District lot as established by Section 20-807 of 
the 1966 Zoning Code. The railroad right-of-way setback exception allowed an unusually shaped lot to 
have more buildable land for industrial development.  
 
The M-3 (Intensive Industrial) District was rezoned to IG (General Industrial) with the adoption of the 
Land Development Code in 2006. Staff believe instituting modern setback requirements on a similarly 
zoned (M-3 to IG) lot may constitute an unnecessary hardship in this particular instance.  
 

 
Figure 4: Buildable Area of Site.  
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Figure 5: Proposed Site Plan. 

 
4. That the variance desired will not adversely affect the public health, safety, morals, order, 
convenience, prosperity, or general welfare. 
 
Applicant response: “The variance would allow the site to be used as the zoning specifies. There would 
be no adverse effects.”  
 
In staff’s opinion, granting the requested variance will not create an adverse effect upon the public health, 
safety, morals, order, convenience, prosperity or general welfare.  The request in question is contained 
within the parcel owned by the applicant, and will provide a benefit to the adjacent owners, and will be 
consistent with the current site layout and use.  This would not create any spill-over noxious effects to 
the surrounding area.  
 
Any proposed development on the subject property will be subject to the preliminary and final plat 
procedures as well as site the site planning review process. The applicant has indicated the proposed 
storage structures would only interfere with the setback along the subject property’s southern property 
line. Staff does not anticipate any intersection visibility issues at the corner of Maple Street and North 7th 
Street. Required setbacks will be maintained along the eastern, northern, and western property lines.  
 
 
5. That granting the variance desired will not be opposed to the general spirit and intent of 
this chapter. 
 
Applicant response: “By granting the variance, the site would be “activated”. This would allow an empty 
site to be used.” 
 
In staff’s opinion, approval of this variance is consistent with the general spirit and intent of the Land 
Development Code.  Granting the requested variances is consistent with the previous findings of the 
Board, and also consistent with the spirit of Land Development Code.  Granting of these requested 
variances would permit for the development and use of an existing, undeveloped lot, while ensuring that 
the needs and protections of the public interest are maintained. 
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Conclusions:   
 
Staff’s analysis of this variance application finds the request meets all five conditions set forth in Section 
20-1309(g)(1) of the Land Development Code that the Board must find existing to grant a variance.   
 
 
Recommendation:   
 
Staff recommends approval of the requested variance to reduce the 15 foot minimum rear setback 
requirement to a minimum of 0 feet for 600 Maple Street.  
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